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ABSTRACT

We present the design of the eXtreme Scale Mote, a new sen-
sor network platform for reliably detecting and classifying, and
quickly reporting, rare, random, and ephemeral events in a large-
scale, long-lived, and retaskable manner. This new mote was de-
signed for the ExScal project which seeks to demonstrate a 10,000
node network capable of discriminating civilians, soldiers and ve-
hicles, spread out over a 10km2 area, with node lifetimes approach-
ing 1,000 hours of continuous operation on two AA alkaline batter-
ies. This application posed unique functional, usability, scalability,
and robustness requirements which could not be met with existing
hardware, and therefore motivated the design of a new platform.
The detection and classification requirements are met using in-
frared, magnetic, and acoustic sensors. The infrared and acoustic
sensors are designed for low-power continuous operation and in-
clude asynchronous processor wakeup circuitry. The usability and
scalability requirements are met by minimizing the frequency and
cost of human-in-the-loop operations during node deployment, ac-
tivation, and verification through improvements in the user inter-
face, packaging, and configurability of the platform. Recoverable
retasking is addressed by using a grenade timer that periodically
forces a system reset. The key contributions of this work are a
specific design point and general design methods for building sen-
sor network platforms to detect exceptional events.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks hold great promise as an enabling tech-
nology for a variety of applications, including data collection and
event detection. While wireless multi-hop data collection applica-
tions have achieved operational lifetimes on the order of a year or
more, we are unaware of lifetimes exceeding a few days or weeks
for wireless multi-hop detection and classification of civilians, sol-
diers, and vehicles – our motivating application – using similar
amounts of energy. A principal reason for this short lifetime is
event detection requires sensors to be vigilant most of the time,
whereas data collection generally allows sensors to be turned off.
On the other hand, data collection requires frequent messaging to
report measurements but event detection requires reporting only
when an event occurs.

Considerable efforts have been invested toward lowering the
power consumption of the networking and communications lay-
ers. These improvements benefit all applications but they benefit
data collection applications more due to their greater levels of mes-
saging. In contrast, far fewer ideas for architecting power-efficient
event detection sensing and signal processing systems have been
proposed. Our work was partially influenced by [1, 2, 3], which

collectively identify tradeoffs in detection and communications,
ideas for network management, importance of signal processing
hierarchy, scalable network architectures, importance of aggres-
sive power management at all levels, and differences between mil-
itary surveillance and environmental monitoring which are repre-
sentative of event detection and data collection, respectively.

We believe passive vigilance, which refers to a vague aware-
ness of and limited attention to ambient conditions similar to what
people experience when sleeping, holds the key to extending the
lifetime of event detection applications. An abrupt change in the
ambient conditions due to a television turning off, a door open-
ing, or another person moving nearby is often enough to wake up
a person who might then exhibit more active awareness or even
actions like answering the telephone, perhaps aided by a shot of
adrenaline. During periods of passive vigilance, little energy is
expended to processing ambient information and whatever pro-
cessing that does occur happens in a crude manner. The key ob-
servation is that passive vigilance triggers active vigilance, which
consumes more energy but is also capable of better discriminat-
ing real events from noise. This pattern, sometimes called the
energy-quality tradeoff, is applicable to event detection using sen-
sor networks: crude, low-energy detections in hardware triggering
accurate, high-energy detection and classification algorithms, and
communications. We emphasize our interest in events which occur
rarely, happen at random times, and have short durations.

In addition to the challenging requirements of exceptional event
detection, a key requirement of our application is to demonstrate a
10,000 node sensor network, spread out over a 10km2 area, with
node lifetimes approaching 1,000 hours of continuous operation
on two AA alkaline batteries. The batteries fix the energy budget
at 6Whr and average power consumption to 6mW. Unifying these
diverse requirements, the central question underlying our work is:

How does one engineer a wireless sensor network
platform to reliably detect and classify, and quickly
report, rare, random, and ephemeral events in a large-
scale, long-lived, and retaskable manner?

This question focused our research on reducing human-in-the loop
operations, exploring low-power passive vigilance modes, investi-
gating the conditions under which recoverable multi-hop wireless
reprogramming is possible, and enhancing usability – an unusual
combination considering the functional requirements of detection
and classification. Our approach is independent of any particular
intrusion detection application and may be applicable to an entire
class of exceptional event detection problems including earthquake
monitoring, traffic surveillance, and shooter localization. The re-
mainder of this paper addresses in turn the various aspects of our
central question.



2. SCALABILITY

Immense scale is a distinguishing characteristic of the sensor net-
works vision. The DARPA Networked Embedded Systems Tech-
nology program, for example, envisions networks consisting of
100 to 100,000 simple computing nodes. However, networks ap-
proaching only the low end of this scale have been demonstrated to
date [4, 5]. Our own experiences indicate that at large scales, lo-
gistical issues dominate deployment and configuration time, and
that reducing the impact of these factors is critical to realizing
the full scope of the sensor networks vision. Tennenhouse has
suggested that “human in the loop computing has its limits” and
that “shrinking time constants and sheer numbers demand research
into proactive modes of operation in which humans areabovethe
loop”[6]. As a consequence, a key hardware design goal was to
ensure thathuman-in-the-loopoperations during deployment-time
could be accomplished quickly and efficiently. More generally,
scale considerations pervaded every aspect of the XSM design and
scalability’s early presentation is a testament to the importance of
considering it early, and often, in the design lifecycle.

The XSM, shown in Figure 1, provides three hardware fea-
tures to support efficient deployment and configuration. First, the
nodes arehighly-integratedwhich helps minimize the amount of
time required to place and orient them (and lowers their cost). A
directional logo, which can optionally be colored, is embossed on
the top of each node and makes orienting a node during deploy-
ment easy. Second, onlyone-touchis required to activate a node
and initiate the process of discovering and joining the network.
Third, after a node has been activated, it takes onlyone-listenof
the buzzer to verify that it is operational.One-glancewould have
been nice but the LEDs are not exposed, but even if they had been,
LEDs are not easily visible in bright sunlight. An unplanned ben-
efit of using a telescoping antenna is that it can help speed up de-
ployment by acting as a long handle which allows a node to be de-
ployed on the groundwithout crouching or even breaking stride.
At a walking speed of 5kmph and node spacing of 10m, 10,000
nodes optimistically could be deployed in 20 person-hours.

Configuration is the otherhuman-in-the-loopoperation that
can be very time consuming. Our earlier experiences with man-
ually configuring parameters on much smaller scale networks – on
the order of 100 nodes – convinced us that any sort of individu-
alized attention would be untenable with 10,000 nodes. One the
other hand, the sheer size of the sensor field guarantees a hetero-
geneous environment. To support a zero-configurationdrop-and-
go approach, we provided digital potentiometers to adjust analog
circuit parameters including amplifier gains and offsets, filter cut-
offs, and detection thresholds under program control. Even though
much of the work in realizingdrop-and-gorests in software, ap-
propriate hardware feedback and control is required.

3. PASSIVE VIGILANCE

The functional problem the XSM addresses is hardware support
for the detection and classification ofrare, random, andephemeral
events in along-lived manner. Rare implies a disproportionate
amount of time is spent monitoring noise, which is where our ef-
forts to reduce power should be targeted. Random implies contin-
uous sensing is needed since it is difficult to predict event arrival
times. Ephemeral implies either continuous sensing or frequent
sampling for detection, and still faster sampling for noise reduc-
tion, is needed. Quantitatively, we are interested in detecting and

Fig. 1: The eXtreme Scale Mote. The XSM circuit board
has a 3”x3” footprint and the enclosure has dimensions of
3.5”x3.5”x2.5”. The one-touchinput (on/off switch) andone-
listenoutput (buzzer) are mounted on the base next to the batteries.
The XSM platform integrates an Atmel ATmega128L microcon-
troller, a Chipcon CC1000 radio operating at 433MHz, a 4Mbit
serial flash memory, infrared, magnetic, acoustic, photo and tem-
perature sensors, a piezo buzzer, weatherproof packaging, a boot-
loader, and a “Golden Image” program that incorporates system
management, network programming, and low-power listening.

classifying events that are separated in time on the order of hours
to days (nominally, 10 events/day), follow Poisson distributions,
and last between 1 and 10 seconds. The events of interest are pa-
rameter changes in ambient signals with spectra ranging from 1Hz
to 5kHz. The lifetime requirement is 1,000 hours of continuous
operation from two AA alkaline batteries which can deliver 6Whr
or an average of 6mW. Qualitatively, these “events” correspond to
the passage of civilians, soldiers, and vehicles.

3.1. Sensors for Detection and Classification

Pottie and Kaiser’s work on Wireless Integrated Network Sensors
[2] strongly influenced our choice of adense networkof multi-
modalsensors. Their work argued that, “due to the decay of signals
with distance, shorter-range phenomenon (such as magnetics) can
be used” and that “at short range. . . the environment is essentially
homogeneous within the detection range” and finally “since higher
SNR is obtained at short range, and we can use a variety of sensing
modes that may be unavailable at distance, we are better able to
choose a small feature set that distinguishes targets.”

A number of practical considerations for sensor selection was
presented in [4]. However, unlike our case, power consumption
was not a factor in the other study, leading us to somewhat differ-
ent conclusions on which sensors to select. Sensor selection for the
XSM was principally influenced by three factors. First, a sensor
ensemble that allowed discrimination between our target classes
was essential and made multi-modal sensing desirable. Second,
minimizing the power consumption, maximizing the class-conditional



sensing range, and minimizing the power density (power consumed
per unit area covered, measured in W/m2) allowed us to maximize
node lifetime and minimize node density. Third, minimizing the
probability of false alarm (PFA) was essential for scalability while
maintaining a high probability of detection (PD) was essential for
accuracy.

We focused on the “natural” aspects of a target class phe-
nomenology rather than “accidental” ones and chose a multi-modal
sensor suite to detect the corresponding signals. For example, hu-
mans (both civilians and soldiers) naturally emit thermal energy,
but not necessarily acoustic energy. In addition, soldiers carry
weapons made from ferrous materials. Vehicles contain substantial
ferrous content and emit thermal and acoustic energy. Our moti-
vation for multi-modal sensors followed from Pottie and Kaiser’s
argument [2] that with only one mode, it would be necessary to go
deep into that mode’s feature set, getting lower marginal returns
for each feature.

After factoring in power, range, power density, and receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves, we narrowed the sensing
suite to acoustic, magnetic, and passive infrared. Table 1 shows
the measured startup time and power consumption of the various
XSM subsystems. The processor and radio, which are the same
as the Mica2 mote due to reasons of risk, are included because
they play an important role in passive vigilance, and the buzzer
is included for completeness. Table 2 shows the typical sensor
detection range, power density, and expected event duration as
a function of sensor type and target class. The power density is
power/(π× range2). The expected event duration,E[Tevent], is
the expected covered path length, computed by averaging over all
paths through a circle of radiusrange, divided by the maximum
speed of the target class:E[Tevent] = π × range/(2× vmax).

Table 1: The startup latency, power consumption at 3VDC, and
percentage of the 6mW average power budget that would be con-
sumed, as a function of the given subsystem and state. LPL is an
acronym for low-power listen.

Subsystem State Startup Time Power % of Budget
Acoustic off < 1 ms 3 µW 0.05 %
Acoustic on — 1.73 mW 28.8 %
Magnetic off 41 ms 3 µW 0.05 %
Magnetic on — 19.4 mW 323 %
Infrared off > 1000 ms 3 µW 0.05 %
Infrared on — 0.88 mW 14.7 %

Processor sleep 0.2 ms 30µW 0.5 %
Processor active — 24 mW 400 %

Radio off 2.5 ms 3 µW 0.05 %
Radio receive — 24 mW 400 %
Radio transmit — 48 mW 800 %
Radio LPL — 137µW 2.28 %
Buzzer off — 3 µW 0.05 %
Buzzer on — 45 mW 750 %

Based on Table 2, the classification predicates are immediately
obvious. By fusing simultaneous detections from these sensors, we
can easily discriminate target classes:

civilian = infrared ∧ ¬magnetic ∧ ¬acoustic (1)

soldier = infrared ∧magnetic ∧ ¬acoustic (2)

vehicle = infrared ∧magnetic ∧ acoustic (3)

where infrared, magnetic, and acoustic, refer to detections
from the corresponding sensors. The details of computing detec-
tion thresholds and decision surfaces are not discussed in this paper
but typical techniques are described in [7].

Table 2: Typical sensor detection range, power density, andex-
pectedevent duration as a function of sensor type and target class.
Maximum civilian, soldier, and vehicle speeds of 5, 10, and 50
kmph, respectively, are assumed.

Civilian Soldier Vehicle
Infrared

Range 10 m – 15 m 10 m – 15 m 15 m – 25 m
Power Density 2.8µW/m2 2.8µW/m2 1.23µW/m2

Event Duration 11.3 s 5.7 s 1.7 s
Magnetic

Range — 1 m – 2 m 4 m – 8 m
Power Density — 6,208µW/m2 388µW/m2

Event Duration — 0.6 s 0.5 s
Acoustic

Range — — > 20 m
Power Density — — < 1.38µW/m2

Event Duration — — > 2.3 s

3.2. Achieving Long-life

From a system lifetime perspective, the important thing to note in
Table 1 is that the instantaneous power draw of several subsystems
individually exceed the overall system average power budget of
6mW. Duty-cycling and hierarchy are two techniques which have
been proposed to address this problem. However, there are some
subtle constraints when applying these techniques to the detection
of rare, random, and ephemeral events, and their quick reporting,
as discussed below.

3.2.1. Duty-cycling

Duty-cycling lowers theaveragepower consumed by a subsystem
by cycling its power on and off. The duty-cycle period,TDC is
the sum of the on-time,Ton, and the off-time,Toff . The duty-
cycle, DC, is the ratio ofTon andTDC . The range ofTon and
Toff values are constrained by several factors. The startup la-
tency,Tstartup, of a subsystem is the amount of time required for
the subsystem to stabilize after power is applied. The sample du-
ration,Tsample, is the number of samples,N , less one, required
to achieve an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio, divided by the sam-
pling frequency,fs. Finally, E[Tevent] is the expected event du-
ration, as described previously. The values ofTon andToff are
constrained by Equation 7 and Equation 8, respectively. The aver-
age power after duty-cycling is given by Equation 9.

TDC = Ton + Toff (4)

DC =
Ton

Ton + Toff
(5)

Tsample = (N − 1)/fs (6)

Ton ≥ Tstartup + Tsample (7)

Toff ≤ E[Tevent]− 2× Ton (8)

Poweravg =
1

TDC

∫
TDC

Power(t)dt (9)

There are two important cases in which duty-cycling does not
solve the power budget problem. First, whenToff is negative,
the constraints cannot be met because an event istoo ephemeral,
and the subsystem must be powered continuously. Second, when
Poweravg is close to or in excess of the power budget, duty-
cycling does not lower the average power to an acceptable level.



The infrared sensor, with parametersN = 1, fs = 32 Hz,
Tstartup = 1,000 ms, andE[Tevent] = 1,700 ms, fails to meet
the constraint of Equation 8. Fortunately, since the infrared sub-
system only consumes 0.88 mW, it can be powered continuously.
The magnetic sensor, with parametersN = 1, fs = 128 Hz,
Tstartup = 41 ms, andE[Tevent] = 500 ms, results in an average
power of 4.3 mW, which does not leave a sufficient margin of error
or power for all other system processes. Thisis a problem and we
will return to it in Section 3.2.2. The acoustic sensor, with parame-
tersN = 256, fs =8,192 Hz,Tstartup = 1 ms, andE[Tevent] =
2,300 ms, meets the constraint of Equation 8 and results in an av-
erage power of 370µW.

Since the events of interest are rare and the radio consumes
400% of the power budget when listening and 800% of the power
budget when transmitting, the radio is a candidate for duty-cycling.
The only complication is that reporting latency is an important ap-
plication quality-of-service metric that needs to be balanced with
system lifetime. We use an implementation of low-power listening
[8] available in the TinyOS distribution. Low-power listening ex-
tends message preambles on transmit and duty-cycles the radio on
receive, trading off energy and bandwidth against communications
latency. Figure 2 shows the power profile of the receiver during the
duty-cycle on-time. Integrating the power over this period gives
an energy usage of 147µJ, and an average power consumption of
137µW, given our acceptable duty-cycle period of 1.07s.

Fig. 2: Power consumption profile of low-power listening.

Low-power listening shifts most of the power burden from the
receiver to the transmitter, which is appropriate given how rare our
events are and since the transmitter only pays a price when a mes-
sage is (rarely) sent. The worst-case reporting latency is the prod-
uct of the duty-cycle period and the network diameter or depth.

3.2.2. Energy-Quality Hierarchy

When duty-cycling fails to meet the system power budget, arrang-
ing sensors in a hierarchy with one sensor triggering another al-
lows power consumption to be further lowered. We advocate an
approach that uses a trigger network composed of continuously-
operating low-power sensors (infrared) with asynchronous wakeup
(wake), multi-modal (infrared, acoustic, and magnetic) sensor sig-
nal processing (pir, mic, andmag, respectively), data fusion al-
gorithm (fuse), and radio transmission (tx). One possible trigger
network is shown in Figure 3. LetX → Y denoteX triggersY
and letp(HY

1 |HX
1 ) be the conditional probability ofY givenX

whereHX
1 is true for both detections and false alarms underX.

Given our trigger network and classification predicates, the up-
per bound on our transmission probability is given by

p(Htx
1 |Hfuse

1 )p(Hfuse
1 |Hpir

1 )p(Hpir
1 |Hwake

1 ) (10)

and is critically dependent onp(Hpir
1 |Hwake

1 ). Assume that each
timepir triggers,mic, mag, andfuseare turned on for a duration of

Fig. 3: Detection trigger network.X → Y denotesX triggersY .

max{E[Tevent]}, which is the maximum expected event duration
across all sensors, and then a message is transmitted. Then, for
eachpir trigger (a generalization is beyond the scope of this paper)

E = max{E[Tevent]}×
∑
s∈S

Powers + T tx
DC ×Powertx (11)

units of energy is consumed whereS = {pir, mic, mag, fuse}.
Assumingmax{E[Tevent]} = 60 s andT tx

DC = 1 s,E = 2,760
mJ+48 mJ= 2,808 mJ perpir event. Assuming that the wakeup-
enabled infrared sensor (0.88 mW× 1,000 hrs = 3,168 J) and low-
power listen (137µW × 1,000 hrs = 493 J) are always on, our
energy budget of 6 Whr = 21,600 J is reduced to 17,939 J, which
allows for 17,939/2.808> 6,300 detections or more than 6 detec-
tions per hour. This exceeds by 14 times the expected event rate
of 10 events per day, assumingpir can suppress false alarms from
wake, which we believe it can. The remaining energy can be allo-
cated to other middleware functions. We added wakeup circuitry
to the infrared and acoustic sensors, and decreased the startup time
of the magnetic sensor, to support a triggering hierarchy.

4. RECOVERABLE RETASKING

A goal of the ExScal project is to create a large-scale testbed that
can be used by researchers to develop and test middleware al-
gorithms at heretofore unprecedented scale. Since manually re-
programming a large network repeatedly is impossible, a multi-
hop wireless reprogramming capability was required. However,
since many of the algorithms to be tested at scale are experimen-
tal, it is possible that latent bugs may exist, the algorithms may
fail at scale, or that emergent pathological (Byzantine) behavior
may emerge and lock up the network. Since the XSM uses the
Atmel ATmega128L which, like most inexpensive and low-power
microcontrollers, does not provide privileged instructions or mem-
ory protection, it is possible for an application to take control of the
hardware and, in the worst case, render it remotely inaccessible.

The specter of manually reprogramming 10,000 dead nodes
convinced us that a mechanism was needed to ensure trusted code
eventually regained control of the hardware. To address this need,
we implemented a hardware grenade timer [9] which periodically
resets the system, whether it is healthy or not, and returns control
to the trusted computing base (TCB). The TCB includes a boot-
loader that invokes a “Golden Image” which includes the Sensor
Network Management Service (SNMS) [10] and the Deluge wire-
less multi-hop network reprogramming service [11]. The TCB is
also responsible for configuring and arming the grenade timer. The
details of our implementation of the grenade timer are presented in
Table 3 and Figure 4.



Table 3: Grenade timer features.

Feature Description

Adjustable
Timeout
Interval

The amount of time that the grenade timer “fizzes” be-
fore forcibly resetting the node (1, 4, 32, 64, 2048, 4096,
65536, or 131072 seconds).

One-Shot
Lock-out

Once the grenade timer is started, it cannot be stopped and
the “fizz” time cannot be changed.

Asynchronous
Trigger

The grenade timer may be triggered by either trusted or
untrusted software at any time.

Alternate Uses As long as the grenade timer hasnotbeen started, the real-
time clock used to implement it remains accessible to ap-
plication code.
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Fig. 4: The XSM grenade timer circuit.

Trusted code can set the timeout interval and start the timer
by sending commands over theONEWIREbus. Further access to
the grenade timer can be disabled by assertingLOCKhigh. The
timer may be asynchronously triggered at any time by asserting
FIREN low. As long asLOCKhas not been asserted, the DS2417
real-time clock (RTC) at the heart of the circuit remains accessible
over theONEWIREbus. A quirk of the RTC causes occasional
spurious interrupts, which reset the XSM, during certain register
writes. Since these writes only occur immediately after a reset,
stuttering resets are not unusual.

5. PACKAGING

Packaging primarily protects the electronics from the environment
but also constrains, and is constrained by, circuit board footprint,
antenna placement, sensor positioning, and logistical issues. The
packaging is shown in Figure 1.

The enclosure is molded from a white plastic material that re-
flects sunlight, shades the electronics, and avoids the overheating
problem observed in earlier designs [4, 12]. Twenty-four acoustic
apertures expose the microphone sensor to the environment. These
apertures are covered with water-resistant windscreens which re-
duce wind noise. Four windows expose the passive infrared sen-
sors to the environment. These windows are covered with an infrared-
transparent film which reduces false alarms due to air thermals.
An easily accessible on/off switch and a piezo buzzer support the
one-touchandone-listengoals, respectively. A reset switch is ac-
cessible through a pinhole opening on one side of the enclosure.
The antenna protrudes through the top of the package and is lo-
cated in the center of the circuit board to provide a more isotropic
ground plane than the Mica family of motes [13] and reduce the
“degree-of-irregularity” in the radiation pattern [14]. The circuit
board is mounted to the top cover using brass screws. By doing
so, the height of the antenna is raised by about one inch, which

nominally reduces ground absorption of radio transmissions and
increases communications range. Since the sensitivity of the mag-
netic sensor decreases when placed near ferro-magnetic materials,
the choice of brass screws to attach the circuit board to the enclo-
sure is important, as is maximizing the distance between the sensor
and the ferrous batteries.

6. DISCUSSION

In this section, we highlight some of the key lessons that we learned
and tradeoffs we made during the design of the XSM platform.
Perhaps the most important lesson is that scale impacts every as-
pect of the platform lifecycle including concept, design, verifica-
tion, manufacturing, shipment, testing, deployment, configuration,
operation, retasking, and reclamation. There is no substitute for
having a broad audience critique the design and even that may
be insufficient to find all the problems before testing at moderate
scale. We suggest short and frequent hardware iterations. Unfor-
tunately, we discovered, a broad audience can also increase risk
aversion and confine innovation.

Three generations of XSM circuit boards were evaluated dur-
ing this work. The first generation investigated some esoteric ideas
like digitally-clocked switched-capacitor lowpass filters and ana-
log wakeup circuits. The second generation was a heavily-modified
design that added many new features like digitally-controlled ana-
log filtering and grenade timer circuits, and addressed the prob-
lems of the first design. The third generation corrected an inter-
ference problem caused by the digital control of analog filtering
circuits. Fulford-Jones et al. reported similar experiences with
radio transmissions causing interference in analog circuitry [15].
The interference was unexpected in both cases, we suspect, due
to poor test coverage. In our case, the design worked correctly
when only one sensor channel was used since calibration and sam-
pling operations were mutually exclusive. When multiple channels
were tested simultaneously, the interference and crosstalk became
noticeable, and the need for additional shielding and decoupling
became obvious. Other researchers using the platform still report
crosstalk between some subsystems. The key lesson is that concur-
rency, in all its forms, must be tested to ensure adequate coverage.

We had high hopes for the low-power wakeup circuits used
with the infrared and acoustic sensors. Unfortunately, these cir-
cuits did not live up to our early expectations. With a sufficiently
high detection threshold, the infrared wakeup circuit can achieve
vanishingly-small false alarm rates, but detection range suffers.
Greater range is possible by increasing the sensitivity, but the false
alarm rate increases due to environment-specific air thermal move-
ments. In the worst cases, false alarms can occur as frequently
as every few seconds. Fortunately, it is possible to discriminate
false alarms from true detections in software by analyzing signal
parameters and the peak-to-peak interval. In contrast, problems
with the acoustic wakeup makes this circuit practically useless. In
the original XSM design, the threshold detection circuit included
non-linear and storage elements which provided some hysteresis
and noise immunity. We determined this was unnecessary for the
infrared case, but mistakenly removed these circuit elements from
both the infrared and acoustic wakeup circuits. Hence, the acoustic
wakeup circuit has an unacceptably high false alarm rate.

Low-power wakeup sensors and radios represent promising
areas of innovation since they extend the event-driven hierarchy
into hardware. The state-of-the-art in low-power signal process-
ing, event detection, and wakeup triggering are highly-integrated



VLSI solutions. In [16], Dong et al., present a single-chip microp-
ower VLSI spectrum analyzer implemented in 0.8µ HPCMOS us-
ing 45,000 transistors. The system operates with a 1µA drain cur-
rent at a 3V supply bias at a 200 samples/second processing rate.
In [17], Goldberg et al., describe a low-power VLSI wakeup de-
tector for use in an acoustic surveillance sensor network. In [18],
Gu and Stankovic propose using ultra low-power wakeup radios as
a power management technique for sensor networks.

Secure and robust network reprogramming is a much deeper
problem than simply recoverable-restasking. While our grenade
timer implementation guarantees that a trusted bootloader regains
control of the hardware after a forced periodic reset, that is only
the first step. What happens after the reset is essential to recover-
ability, which we addressed using SNMS, Deluge, and the Golden
Image, in the XSM design. However, our current approach does
not address several issues that are important for secure and robust
network reprogramming. We believe considerable work remains
in securing the bootloader and the programs which it calls, col-
lectively the trusted computing base, from a variety of accidental
and malicious threats. This work is unrelated to hardware but is
constrained by the available computational and storage resources.

We encountered several problems with the enclosure design.
A pinhole used to access a user-switch had to be plugged since it
allowed standing water to seep into the enclosure. The telescoping
antenna used in the XSM is chrome-plated and has ferro-magnetic
properties. The battery holder is attached to the enclosure base
but the batteries themselves were not secured and many became
dislodged during transit and damaged internal components. Bat-
tery replacement requires removing four screws and makes battery
changes time-consuming. Even worse, manual reprogramming re-
quires removing eight screws to access the 51-pin expansion con-
nector. Fortunately, this operation is required only when repro-
gramming the bootloader – something that has been necessary only
once. Selecting the winning enclosure design was difficult. We
considered nearly a dozen different, sometimes conflicting, pack-
aging requirements and five different designs before selecting the
one presented here. To our surpise, no single design addressed
all of our requirements and each design was better in some regards
and worse in others. Our final choice was, by no means, an obvious
winner. The key lesson is that package design is highly constraint-
driven and packaging must be co-designed and co-evaluated with
the electronics and logistics. Sufficient time needs to be allocated
for these coupled activities.

7. CONCLUSIONS

This work presents a novel embedded systems platform and archi-
tecture, design methods for exceptional event detection in a power-
conscious manner, and experiences in designing sensor nodes for
large-scale operation. The XSM is the first fully-integrated mote-
class wireless sensor node that provides hardware support for low-
power passive vigilance, large-scale operation, and recoverable-
retasking. Our passive vigilance architecture, used to detect and
classify rare, random, and ephemeralevents, is directly appli-
cable to a wide variety of event detection applications. While
considerable work remains in improving the detection rates and
lowering the false alarm rates of low-power wakeup sensors, our
work demonstrates the feasibility and promise of this architectural
approach. Support for large-scale operation is achieved through
a highly-integratedplatform that allowsone-touchactivation and
one-listenverification, all of which minimizehuman-in-the-loop

operations. Recoverable-retasking is achieved through the use of a
hardware grenade timer and is the first implementation of its kind
of which we are aware. The XSM presents a novel and timely ad-
dition to the evolution of wireless sensor network platforms. Ad-
ditional information about the eXtreme Scale Mote is available at:
http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/ ∼prabal/proj/xsm
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